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Default: those times when you keep doing the same 
behaviors, thinking the same thoughts, and getting the same
outcomes over and over and over but in your heart you 
want . . . no, you CRAVE . . . for things to be different.

Here's the good news: if you're reading this, then you're one 
of the rare few who understand it's possible to create the 
life you want. You can bring in more joy, more abundance, more opportunity, more
peace, better health and so much more when you live on purpose .  

Now, lets be clear. This isn't always easy. We humans often do the same behaviors
that keep us stuck for what appears to be good reasons(it's familiar or safe)or we
don't really know how to jettison ourselves out of our "velvet ruts." (You know, that all-
too-comfortable rut we've created where things just stay the same?) 

In this Purpose-Full Life Approach workbook, I lay out the 7 Tenets for Living & Leading
On Purpose!  Each of these principles is a piece of the puzzle that, when put together,
helps you design and live your life with intention. When used together, these seven
ingredients are like oars you use to row yourself into the flow where life is its most rich
and rewarding. 

Are you ready to LIVE ON PURPOSE?  

XO
 

HOW TO USE THIS WORKBOOK

Are you ready to stop living by default?  

Hey There!

Cheri

Save this workbook on your computer. These ideas are not something you do once and mark
them done. Rather they are principles you live into and visit over and over. If you're like me, I
find great resources but then don't save them only to be frustrated later because I can't locate
them. Take a minute right now to save this file in a memorable place on your computer.   

Print it out and get your pen ready because writing your answers to these questions is key.   

Post these 7 Tenets somewhere you can see them everyday. Consider printing out the
tenets or writing them down on a sticky note and posting them about. One of the best ways
to live into these tenets is to keep them top of mind!  



Release What No Longer Works

Embrace the Mystery

Create & Navigate Tension

Bookshelves are filled with tips and tools for how to live a full and meaningful life.  It can be
quite overwhelming to assimilate all of these powerful ideas and insights.  While there is no
"one-right-way" to live with intention, I believe there are some recurring principles that have
been brought forth by thought leaders, theologians, scholars and average folks time and
time again. Distilled from reading and listening to people far wiser than I am, below are the
7 tenets that stand out to me as a roadmap to living a purpose-full life. 

Note: Using these tenets is like bathing.  You don't bathe once and consider yourself forever
clean!  Instead, you bathe everyday.  The same goes for Living On Purpose!  You live your
life, make big messes, trip on the metaphorical wrinkle in your own carpet and then begin
again.  That's where these principles come in - they serve as guide posts or lighthouses to
help you stay the course.  Here they are: 

Some people 
wish for a 

beautiful  life. 
Others make 

their life
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Craft a Crystal-Clear Vision

Uncover Your "Big Whys" 

Take 100% Responsibility for Everything In Your Life

Declare, Without Apology, What You Want

Beautiful!



I've found one's happiness can often be measured to the degree they're willing to take
responsibility for their life. Spending your time in blame or resentment or avoiding
responsibility equals dissatisfaction, frustration and impotence. But when you take
responsibility, TRUE happiness is yours!  

I've purposefully made Take 100% Responsibility for Everything In Your Life the first tenet
because all the others hinge on our ability to accomplish this first powerful step. It's the most
essential and maybe the most difficult of all the 7 tenets. 
 
When people hear "take 100% responsibility for everything in your life," they often "mis-hear"
me. (I know, not a word, but you know what I mean.) They think I'm saying that everything
that's not going right in their life is their fault. That is not what I'm saying at all!  Read the title
of this page. Take 100% Responsibility for Everything in Your Life . . . It does not say 
take 100% Blame.
 
What it does mean is this: despite what is happening in your life, whether it is caused by you
or you had no control at all, your REACTION to it is 100% YOUR RESPONSIBILITY! 

When you accept responsibility for your reaction to everything then you can fully live into your
power to change it! Let me say that again, accepting responsibility is the only way for you to
have 100% of the power to affect change. 

This one step, if practiced every single day, can change you in miraculous ways! Stop
wasting your precious energy blaming others or waiting to be rescued. Rather, harness this
energy to create your life ON PURPOSE! The result of taking full responsibility is true freedom
and unlimited power. 

Take a moment to consider what you've just read.  Explore the questions on the following
page and see where you might not be taking full responsibility for something.  

Take 100% Responsibility
for Everything in Your Life
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Are you taking 100%
responsibility?

 
In what areas of your life are you NOT taking
responsibility?

 

How is this showing up? (i.e. blaming, avoidance,
excuses, etc.)

What thoughts can you have that will prompt you to
take 100% responsibility?



CRAFT A 
CRYSTAL-CLEAR VISION
Now that you've grasped that you and only you can create your
Purpose-Full life as you TAKE 100% RESPONSIBLITY, it's time to 
 CRAFT A CRYSTAL-CLEAR VISION for what you want! 

This can sound easier than it is.  When asked, many people freeze and are far more likely to tell
you what they don't want than what they do want.  But think about it . . . how can we have what
we want if we don't know what that is?  

Below are some questions and prompts to help you get clear about what you truly want your
life to look and feel like.  Play with these questions with a sense of curiosity.  Be truly interested
in knowing your wants.  Suspend any judgement. Answer them not simply by thinking about the
answers, rather tap into your heart.  Go inside and listen for your Truth.
  
Begin with a Brain Dump: On the following page, write down all the things you want.  Nothing is
off limits. Try your best to not sensor yourself.  Here are a few prompts if you get stuck.  
What did you dream about when you were a child?  What would you tell someone if they
asked about your "bucket list"?  What do you see others have or do that you envy? If you
were given 3 wishes, what you would you wish for?  If you won the lottery, what would you do
with the money?  

Make sure you've asked yourself the "What do I want?" question for all of these areas of your
life.  Money/Abundance, Relationships, Romance, Health, Travel, Spirituality, Profession/Career
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There are so many ways you can use this list, but for
now I invite you to spend some time VISUALIZING your
life when you are doing, having, or being the things on
your list. See it, baby!

For example, see yourself on a sailboat in the
Caribbean and feel the wind on your face. Imagine
holding your finished book and flipping through the
pages. Walk around your backyard and see the
garden that simply has not yet been planted. Look into
your own eyes and sense your goodness and power. 

 

"Speak what
you seek until
you see what

you said!"
 

 
~ Marshawn Evans
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Your Big Brain Dump!
 

What do you want to have, to be, to experience, to feel? 
 Unlock your heart and fill the page!

Prompts: What did you dream about when you were a child? What would you tell
someone if they asked about your "bucket list"? What do you see others have or do
that you envy? If you were given 3 wishes, what you would you wish for? If you won
the lottery, what would you do with the money? 
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What do you want? 
 

Relationships/Romance Money/Abundance

Health Spirituality

Career/Pursuits Contribution
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What do you want? 
 



Having a CRYSTAL-CLEAR VISION of what you want is a great start
but it isn’t enough to make it happen. The rare people who can
articulate what they want (that's you now!) often fail to bring their 

vision into reality unless they do this next critical step—UNCOVER YOUR "BIG WHYs. Your "BIG
WHYs" are what connect your actions to your heart.

Your BIG WHYS are usually not the first answers that come to mind.  I call those "first-tier”
WHYS.  They are the most obvious answers but they rarely sustain our behavioral change.  
 These first-tier "Whys" may get you started, but unless you have a BIG WHY, those practices
fade. It’s in finding your BIG WHY, the one that connects your actions to your true desires, that
provides the fuel for real and lasting change. 

Choose something from your list on the previous page
and explore WHY you want this.  Begin with the simple 
question, "Why do I want this?"  After you write your
initial answers, expand yourself and go deeper or 
wider.  Then ask, "Well, why do I want THAT?"  

Here's an example:  "I want to lose 30 pounds."
Begin:  Why do I want to lose 30 pounds? 

So I can fit into all of my clothes!
Going Deeper: Are there other reasons? 

So I will be healthier. 
Going Deeper:  Is there more?

 So I will stop beating myself up and spend less time feeling frustrated.
Going Even Deeper: Why is it important for me to be less critical of myself?  

I beat myself up all the time! I'm brutal. What I really want is to feel confident. If I lost
weight I would not only feel better but I'd feel so proud and confident!  

And, Even Deeper!:  "How would your life be different if your were proud and confident?  
Oh My, I have so many dreams and adventures I want to pursue.  If I spent less time
beating myself up and more time feeling and being a badass . . . well . . . It would be
amazing to see what I could do!"  

So . . . What are your BIG WHYS?

He who has 
a "why" to live 

can bear almost 
any how.

Nietzsche

UNCOVER YOUR "BIG WHYS"
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Find Your "Big Whys"!

What is something you want?  

Why do you want it?   

Why do you want what you just wrote? Go a bit deeper.

Go even deeper!

Is there another layer?

Finally, what is/are your "BIG WHYs"?  

Do this with as many of your desires as possible!
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DECLARE, WITHOUT 
APOLOGY, WHAT YOU WANT

You know what you want and even why you want it.  So what
will keep if from coming to fruition?  Your ability to OWN that
you want it!  

Those who are determined to live their life On Purpose aren’t easily swayed off course.
These motivated people have one thing in common—they're unapologetic about 
their desires. 

They know their worth and understand creating the reality they want is a noble
pursuit!  Let that sink in . . . a noble pursuit! Unfortunately, this is counter to how many
of us were brought up.   

You, most likely, have acquiesced to other’s needs and pushed your precious desires
to the back burner. No beating yourself up for this . . . but the day comes, if you're
lucky (and you're reading this 😊 so I'm assuming that day is here) when you "see"
your happiness and your desires are important.  

It is time to DECLARE, WITHOUT APOLOGY, WHAT YOU WANT!

You understand it's time to take 100% RESPONSIBILITY for your life. You've taken the time
to unearth WHAT YOU WANT. You even know down deep in your heart YOUR BIG WHYs!
The next crucial step is to DECLARE IT, WITHOUT APOLOGY, with your whole being. It's
time to put it out to the Universe, to feel it in every cell in your body, and to be ready to
share it with anyone who's listening! 
 
Now, this is not a mind game. This is not something you simply think into reality. It's
something you feel down deep in your heart. And it's something, frankly, that has to
begin in your body.
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A Guided Meditation
Find Your Power to Declare!

 
Take a moment to find a quiet place without distractions.  Turn your phone off and close the door.  Do what
is necessary for you to have a few moments alone.  

When you're ready, I invite you to move your awareness into your body. You can stand or sit, but do this
from a powerful position. Sit up or stand up straight.  Be both as straight and erect as possible while
simultaneously relaxed. If you're standing, I invite you to widen your feet hip-width apart.  If you're sitting,
wiggle your fanny a bit to ensure you're grounded in your chair.

Now, imagine if you can, that you're a large, powerful alligator with a long wide tail. Now imagine that you
stand up on your hind legs but most of your body is still grounded. Your long tail stretches out behind you,
keeping you firmly planted on the ground. You are solid! 

Next, notice your arms. I invite you to experiment with your arms to find a posture that feels powerful. What
do they need to do ? Do they go on your hips like you're a Super Hero?  Do they cross over your body? Do
they open up to the sky? Take a minute or two to find a comfortable, powerful stance.

As you step physically into this posture, I invite you take deep, cleansing breaths, filling your lungs as deeply
as possible. Breathe in your power, then exhale any tension or timidity or stress. Do this several times. As
you breathe, feel your chest and your stomach expand. Feel every part of your body filled with air. 

Next take your energy out about ten feet beyond your physical body. Allow your energy to stretch out larger
than your physical body.  Imagine and feel into this 10-foot circle of energy all around you.  Sense it above
you, below you, beside you, in front of you and behind you.  This energy IS you. This is your energy field that
exists all the time.  Your energy always expands beyond the limits of your body.  Notice how large you really
are. 

Now that you're feeling your enormous, authentic, responsible and dynamic self, I invite you to begin deep
down inside and finish this sentence.  "I declare __________________."  

State what you want.  Speak it out loud. Say it with feeling.  Speak it KNOWING you will and are creating it. 
 Declare what you WILL create!  What you WILL have,  What WILL be your reality!  "I declare that I will have
this.  I will do this NO MATTER WHAT!" 

Keep breathing and keep speaking.  Now ask your body and ask your heart, "Is there some physical
movement, a somatic response, some kind of hand motion or body posture I can do to anchor this
declaration?  Listen.  Could it be to stand with your hands on your hip ? Is it tapping your heart three times?  
Is it putting your wrists together and banging them two or three times ? Is it clapping your hands ? What is 
 a physical motion that you can use to anchor yourself as you move forward to declare without apology
what you want?

Once you have received this message, I invite you to open your eyes and give yourself a loving embrace
and a HIGH FIVE for declaring, without apology, what you want!!!
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lose some weight you may likely have to release your practice of eating high calorie food
before bed.
save three months of your living expenses in case of an emergency you may likely have to
stop or slow how much money you spend on clothes, household items or eating out.
write a memoire you may have to release your habit of watching mindless television and
replace it with structured writing time. 
open up your heart to new love then you've got to put yourself "out there" and 

live in a clutter-free home you may have to release old objects and household items you
no longer love, use or need.   

The next crucial step in your own expansion and living a more Purpose-
Full life is making sure it consists of those behaviors and beliefs that
support what you're creating.  

As you grow and stretch and chart a new course, some things from your old/current life have
to go. You must RELEASE WHAT NO LONGER WORKS such as unproductive habits, stale
narratives and sometimes even people who keep you from the life that makes your heart sing. 

Our outcomes are a direct reflection of where we put our energy (our time, attention and
behavior).  So if those are not in alignment with what we want, things have to change or be
released.  Let me tell you what I mean. 

If you want to: 

      quit hiding out.

A bit trickier, but arguably more important, you may have to release certain beliefs about your
worth, your capacity and your capability. 

You may have to release beliefs and feelings that tell you success is something only others
enjoy, or that having money means you're not a good person, or that you're always going to be 
overweight and destined to struggle to stay healthy.   

Here's the good news.  As you step into the life you want, a natural entropy (a natural death of
the old) will occur. You will joyfully release that which no longer supports your purposeful life!

On the following page are some questions to help you discover what is ready to be released.  

RELEASE WHAT NO
LONGER WORKS
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Release What No Longer Works
What do you want:

At first glance, what is standing in the way of you
having this?  

What beliefs do you hold that prevent you from
creating or having this?  

Who or what might you be blaming?

What behaviors are you doing that are counter to
having what you want?
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I RELEASE . . . SO I MAY HAVE . . . 

Release What No Longer Works

SO I MAY HAVE . . . 
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CULTIVATE & NAVIGATE
TENSION

Up to this point, I bet you're with me.  You see how TAKING 100%         
 RESPONSIBILITY is necessary to stand in your power.  You get that
being CRYSTAL-CLEAR about what you want and KNOWING YOUR 

BIG WHY bring your desires closer to you. I bet you grasp the importance of DECLARING
WITHOUT APOLOGY WHAT YOU WANT and RELEASING WHAT NO LONGER WORKS.  But you may
not initially understand (or even want to get) why I'm advocating that you CULTIVATE &
NAVIGATE TENSION in your life. Well, keep reading!

You see TENSION is a good thing. The kind of tension I’m talking about here is like the tension of
a drumhead. It is the tension that makes the perfect sound.  For fun, look around for all the ways
tension creates the structure for things in your life - bridges, buildings, towing a car, weights in
the gym, and rubber bands. This will help you understand what I'm getting at here.  

To work properly, a drum needs the right amount of tension.  The skin must be pulled tight
enough to make just the right vibration to get the desired sound.  Should it be too tight or too
loose, the sound is either plunky or tinny.  Either way, it's not right.  Put the right amount of
tension on the drum and you’ll get a beautiful, resonating sound. 

We humans are the same.  We need just the right amount of tension (or stress, if you prefer) to
make our life one that resonates.  Too little stress or motivation and we languish and fail to
thrive.  On the other hand, too much tension and we spend our time in crisis mode either
fleeing, fighting or freezing.  

We grow and stretch and expand when we have the right amount of tension. 

This seems counter-intuitive to many.  If you've bought into much of the self-help material out
there, you may think the goal is total bliss, 24/7.  But that rarely produces the best results.  

Our personal expansion and growth NEED us to move outside of our comfort zone, no matter
now trite that might sound.  To expand we must learn to navigate times when our success or
failure is uncertain.  We need to have circumstances that challenge us and require us to be
resourceful and strong and scrappy.  

So, do you have the right amount of tension? Do you have aspects of your life where you are
consciously striving and pushing yourself?  Are you stretching in order to grow?  

Explore the questions on the following worksheet.
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Where are you experiencing tension or being asked
to stretch?  Make a list.  

Now pick one thing from your list and ask yourself,
"How is this a good thing?" 

For bonus points, ask yourself "What is an area of my life
where I need to create more positive tension?

Got the right amount of tension?
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EMBRACE THE MYSTERY

This last tenet will most likely mean different things to different people. 
 You may be one of the many who have a belief or an understanding
that there is something greater than yourself.  You may call this power
God, 

Allah, Source, the Universe or you may not name it at all. Or you may be a person who has
no fixed ideas about things of a spiritual nature. At the risk of offending, we don't REALLY
know. That's why this tenet is called EMBRACE THE MYSTERY. It invites us to lean into the
powers that reside outside our mind and heart regardless of our comprehension or what
we call it.

There are things that happen to and for us that often go beyond our own understanding. 
 Some of these occurrences we label as good.  For example, we find the perfect parking
space, we serendipitously run into a friend in our time of need, or we learn about the
perfect job for us through a friend.  These "mysteries" align with what we need and want.  

There are also times when, despite what feels like our best efforts, things DO NOT align with
what we want.  We lose a job at what feels like the most inopportune time, we are given a
diagnosis that puts us in a tail spin, or we can't seem to get the results we want with our
side hustle.  At times there may seem to be things outside of ourselves that are working
against us. 

But what if we simply cannot see the whole picture?  That is what it means to EMBRACE
THE MYSTERY.  EMBRACING THE MYSTRY means we acknowledge and actually accept that
we cannot have the whole picture.  It means we willingly accept that not all things 
can be known.

When we do this, we can experience more peace.  By accepting that we don't always get
everything we want nor understand why, then we can more easily accept the truth in the
moment.  That what is . . . is.  The mystery is what keeps one's life from being formulaic
expecting X + Y to always equal Z.  Life isn't like this.  X + Y sometimes can equal
STRAWBERRY and that's exactly how it should be.  

So . . . 
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Where in your life are you experiencing outcomes
which are beyond your understanding? 

How is this PERFECT? 

Embrace the Unknown
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You've likely heard it before.  "Life is a journey, not a destination."

So are these steps; they are a journey.  Not something you do once and you're done.  
 While we can work through them somewhat systematically they really are 7 tenets we
move in and out of all the time.  

People who live purpose-full lives quite simply are people who pay attention and are
constantly recalibrating their thoughts, beliefs and actions.

It's not about doing it perfectly.  Perfect does not exist.  

That's where these tenets and these worksheets come in handy.  They provide the
framework to keep your desires top of mind and to do a realty check from time to time.  

Designing your life ON PURPOSE boils down to asking oneself Purpose-Full Questions and
taking Purpose-Full Actions. 

PERFECTION IS NOT THE GOAL!

Aligned thoughts, behavior and actions are the goal.  Doing what needs to be done to
bring forth the Purpose-Full life you desire will happen when you align with what's really
important to you.

I recommend you print out the following page and place copies in key places around your
home and office.  This way, the 7 Tenets will become part of your lexicon. 

Use this list as the loving nudge you may need to Design Your Life ON PURPOSE!



Release What No Longer Works

Embrace the Mystery

Craft a Crystal-Clear Vision

Uncover Your "Big Why" 

Take 100% Responsiblity

Declare, Without Apology, What You Want

Create & Navigate Tension
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Become a member of my "Design Your Life On Purpose" Facebook Group! It's for people who don't want to
settle.  That's you, right?  www.facebook.com/group/designyourlifeonpurpose 
Listen to my podcast "Design Your Life on Purpose". Apple, Spotify and More.  
Check out my books. Yes, I wrote them under a different name (Cheri Britton) but they're still packed with
good ideas to help you live On Purpose!   “BOOM Thinking: The Gutsy Guide to Breaking Out of Old Mindsets”
and “Work Your But Off!: A 30 Day Program to Help You Eliminate Excuses and Get Your Buts Off the Couch!” 

I hope you keep asking yourself: "What do I want?"  
"Why do I want this?"  "Who can help me?"

To that last question, I hope you'll stay in touch with me. I'm here 
to help you keep moving in the direction of the life you want.  As 
you've probably figured out, I’m passionate about helping
individuals, leaders and teams stop simply "showing up" and start performing so
they can create real momentum and better results. 

WE CAN STAY IN TOUCH A FEW WAYS :

I'm a question asker, "but" kicker and I see possibility at every turn. 
I believe you can have the life, the team, and the business you 

really and truly want if and when you live                         

 
 

 

LIVING ON PURPOSE!LIVING ON PURPOSE!
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ABOUT CHERI:ABOUT CHERI:

I'm hell-bent on helping people design the life they have always 
intended to live. I want to shout it from the top of tall buildings, 

“Wake up! Stop living by default!  It’s time to live the life you REALLY
want!”  I believe all of us have a purpose to fulfill 

and we gotta live ON PURPOSE to bring that to fruition.
 

I'm passionate about this because I've spent way too many years
just getting by, drifting along, second guessing myself and 

not having much of what I wanted. Or so it seemed.  In truth, 
in those “not so hot” years I was in fact crafting a plan to 

live my purpose and have the life I really wanted. I was 
designing my ideal life and now I want to help others do this too.

 
For over 20 years I've been offering individual and group coaching,

providing professional facilitation & training for healthcare and
learning communities, keynotes and retreat experiences.

To contact me or learn more visit www.cherihoneycutt.com.

On Purpose!On Purpose!


